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Chairman’s Message

Dear Members,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you from the bottom of my heart for believing in
our cause and supporting our efforts to achieve a free and fair environment for our kith and kin to
live in peace and harmony in a place our ancestors have called home for thousands of years. I also
want to thank you for having faith in the Australian Tamil Congress (ATC) to work towards setting up
a road map to achieve our goal. Without your continued support as a member none of what we have
achieved would have been possible.
ATC was formed two years ago to follow a new approach to realise our inborn desire for equality,
justice and the right for self-determination through a process of diplomatic and astute political
maneuvers to influence the international community to help us to bring peace once again to the
land we call home. It is unbelievable how little the makers and shakers of this world know of our
ancient and proud culture and the land we lived in for thousands of years.
We started with a process of engaging with the politicians, policy makers and media in Australia, our
adopted country, who possess the power to influence the world leaders. This was achieved through
hosting forums in the Australian parliament, debates by sympathetic politicians in the parliament,
tabling of motions, discussions at meetings of world organisations and the general public through
the might of the pen and television. All this work has resulted in ATC being recognised as the voice
of Tamils in Australia. We are credited with the distinction as a professional organisation by the
politicians, eminent persons and the media alike and to this end our close involvement with the
Global Tamil Forum has helped us immensely by not reinventing the wheel but to follow the paths
that have been successful from a global perspective. What we have achieved so far is something we
all should be very proud of but what we need to achieve going forward is a monumental task and will
only materialise if all of us are truly committed to our cause and are willing to make some sacrifices
for the good of others.
ATC, through the undying support of our members and a handful of dedicated and self-sacrificing
people of all ages, has achieved a lot in the two years since its inception and I am truly proud to be
entrusted with the responsibility at the helm considering the fact that most of you outside Western
Australia knew nothing of me. I truly believe that most of us who reside in this country have been
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successful in what we set out to accomplish and in a position of strength and can provide a reason
for hope of a brighter future to our compatriots we left behind. It is our duty to be generous and
proactive and help our brethren who neither had the means nor the opportunities to achieve what
all of us have been able to. They are in a very precarious situation of neither being able to provide
for nor protect themselves without outside help and we, as the Diaspora, must play our part and
must grasp with both hands as our solemn duty. We must help our own and not expect others to do
it for us.
Reports from our strategic planning and public relations groups and other appointed officers of ATC
provide details of the work we have been able to carry out in the areas of political awareness, issues
relating to war crimes and crimes against humanity.
The coming year is an important year for all of us. The recent screening of the Channel 4 documentary
in the United Kingdom followed by the screening on ABC in Australia, and by Indian media, the
motion passed in the Tamil Nadu state assembly have helped to change the tide in favour of our
cause. This is an opportunity we cannot miss out on and must work even harder to steer our journey
towards the right for self-determination for our people in the land of our ancestry. We as the Tamil
Diaspora must embrace this window of opportunity and help those who cannot help themselves.
In conclusion, I am very pleased that we have made many strides towards laying a path to achieve
the dreams of our people but I do wonder if we could have done more with a stronger participation
and commitment from our people. To this end I sincerely request for more of our fellow Australians
to become members and activists of ATC and give us the strength and the will to continue with our
work to free our people and give them a life of freedom and opportunity that we all enjoy as a given
right in this great country.

Dr. R. T. Rajeswaran,
Chairman
Australian Tamil Congress

2
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Message from GTF President

Global Tamil Forum

GTF President’s Message for Australian Tamil Congress, 2nd AGM

Australia
Belgium
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
I am delighted to send my best wishes to the Australian Tamil Congress’ AGM.
ATC and GTF have forged a very close and positive relationship. We have worked together on a number of
initiatives and ATC is a valued and well-respected constituent, country organisation of GTF.

Canada
Denmark
France

During my visit to Australia earlier this year, I was able to see the work of the ATC at first-hand. The fact
that I was able to meet so many members of the Tamil diaspora in Australia, as well as politicians, key
decision-makers, members of the media and other eminent people from across the country, emphasises
the great efforts your organisation has undertaken to promote reconciliation and peace in Sri Lanka based
on truth and justice.

Germany

I hope our joint lobbying and engagement endeavours in the forthcoming year will be as successful as the
last. We must do all we can to promote the need for an independent, international investigation into war
crimes, to ensure the Rajapaksa regime is held account for its actions against our brethren and to improve
the lives of our family and friends in Sri Lanka. The important events over the next few months, which are
happening at the UN Human Rights Council, at the Commonwealth and which will also include a GTF
conference in Perth prior to the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in October, provide us
with the opportunity to put our plans into action.

Malaysia

I wish you well in your deliberations.
My thoughts and prayers with you all,

India
Italy

Mauritius
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
South Africa
Sri Lanka

Rev. Dr S.J. Emmanuel
President
Global Tamil Forum

Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
USA

| email: info@globaltamilforum.org | www.globaltamilforum.org | +1 917 512 2992 |
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Australian Tamil Congress
Introduction
Australian Tamil Congress was formed as an Organisation to represent Australian Tamil constituency
based on membership and to achieve its goal through political, diplomatic and democratic principles.
To strengthen our approach and to move towards our goal, ATC has become part of Global Tamil
Forum formed by Tamil Diaspora with country Organisations.
ATC consists of the following classes of membership:
(a) Sponsor Members: Those who have contributed a minimum amount per year designated as
the membership fee for this category in the by-laws. They shall enjoy complimentary tickets to
premium events and special recognition as Sponsor Members.
(b) Ordinary Members: Those who have contributed a minimum amount per year designated as
the membership fee for this category in the by-laws.
(c) Associate Members: This category is for those who possess a pensioner card and those who
are full-time students under the age of twenty two (22)
(d) Life Members: Those who have contributed a minimum one off amount designated as the
membership fee for this category in the by-laws and will enjoy the same benefits accorded to
the ordinary members.
(e) Honorary Members: Those who are not members of the Tamil community but have made
outstanding contributions towards the wellbeing and advancement of the Tamil community
satisfying the conditions in the by-laws.
(f) Founding Members: Founding members shall be the persons who consent to be the initial
members in the application for registration of this Company. The number of Founding Members
shall be five.
The structure of Australian Tamil Congress consists of Board of Directors, Executive Committee,
Regional and Territory Chapters Management Committee in Australia. Currently Australian Tamil
Congress is the country Organisation of Global Tamil Forum, which is formed by Tamil Diaspora
with representatives from countries where there is a sizable Tamil population. The current structure
allows sharing of resources, ideas and leadership within a country and globally and work united
towards our vision, mission and goals.

4
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Vision, Mission and Goals
Vision
The members establish this Constitution for ATC in order to form a congress of our people,
for our people and by our people based on the principles of justice and peace amongst
ourselves, and to provide for a common voice in promoting our general welfare, prosperity,
independence, equality, security and peace.

Mission
ATC encourages the positive participation of Tamils in Australian society, highlights issues
of importance to Tamils, upholds core Australian values and engages other communities,
governments and Organisations in addressing the socio-cultural and political concerns of
Tamils.

Goals
The Goals of ATC are:
(a)

Promote the participation of Tamil Australians in activities of local, national, regional
and international importance;

(b)

Recognise and support the social, cultural and political aspirations of the Tamils in
Australia and globally with issues relating to the Tamils living in the island of Sri Lanka
being the most significant priority;

(b)

Participate actively in the welfare and resettlement of all Tamil refugees granted
asylum in Australia;

(c)

Develop and improve the profile of Tamils settled in Australia through community
education, training, positive involvement in Australian political and financial activities;

(d)

Work with various levels of Governments in Australia to highlight and resolve issues
impacting Australian Tamils;

(f)

Liaise with Tamils worldwide through positive participation within a single, not for
profit, politically and democratically focused world Tamil organisation;

(g)

Uphold the Australian values of human rights, multiculturalism, religious and cultural
diversity, gender equality, pluralism and volunteerism;

(h)

Advance the research, study and usage of the Tamil language and culture;

(i)

Develop and enhance working relationships with other ethno-cultural and charitable
groups in Australia;

(j)

Cooperate with Australian and international organisations in alleviating the suffering
and provide humanitarian and economic assistance to Tamils worldwide directly and
through existing organisations;
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Message from Senator Claire Moore
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Dr Richard Di Natale

Australian Greens Senator for Victoria

Adrian Sinnappu
MIEAust CPeng
Australian Tamil Congress

30 August 2011

Dear Adrian,
I'd like to congratulate you and the Australian Tamil Congress on another successful year.
The Congress's hard work in the community has been very visible, and is especially to be
congratulated in trying times such as we have seen recently. I believe very strongly in
multiculturalism and particularly value the contribution the Tamil community has made to
Australia. The ATC has been very effective in highlighting the role Tamils play in our society
and in representing the interests of Australian Tamils. I look forward to working with you in
future.
The Tamil community and the country as a whole benefit from the leadership and
engagement of the Australian Tamil Congress, and so I wish you all the best success in the
coming year and beyond.
Yours sincerely,

Richard Di Natale
Greens spokesperson on Multiculturalism

senator.dinatale@aph.org.au • www.richarddinatale.com.au
Level 9, 601 Bourke Street, Melbourne, 3000 • Ph: 03 9620 2966 • Fax: 03 9620 4511
Parliament House, Canberra ACT 2600 • Ph: 02 6277 3352 • Fax: 02 6277 5957
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Message from Senator Claire Moore
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Best wishes,
Senator Sarah Hanson-Young.
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Message from Dr Dennis Jensen MP

Lee Rhiannon

Australian Greens Senator for NSW

Message to the Australian Tamil Congress-Annual General Meeting

The work of the Australian Tamil Congress, raising awareness about issues concerning
the Tamil community in Australia, in particular the suffering, inhumane treatment and
injustices faced by their loved ones in their homeland, is commendable.
I have been working closely with your members and I have found that in the short
time of two years since the ATC was formed you have become well respected for your
professionalism by my parliamentary colleagues.
Your tireless lobbying work has put the spotlight on the war crimes and crimes against
humanity that occurred in the last stages of the war in Sri Lanka.
I assure you that as a federal Greens Senator I will continue to advocate for the equal
rights of all living in Sri Lanka. The Greens have a deep commitment to speak up for those
who suffer the injustice of discrimination, marginalisation and state sponsored terror.

Website: www.lee-rhiannon.greensmps.org.au
Email: senator.rhiannon@aph.gov.au
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Phone: 02 9241 6966
Fax: 02 9252 0180
Post: GPO Box 36 Sydney 2001
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Message from Dr Dennis Jensen MP

Michelle Rowland MP
Federal Member for Greenway
SPECIAL STATEMENT
29 August 2011

Australian Tamil Congress 2nd Annual General Meeting
On the very special occasion of the Australian Tamil Congress’ second Annual General
Meeting, I would like to congratulate the ATC for all their hard work in our community –
especially its important role fostering peace in their Sri Lankan homeland and accountability
for all.
In what has been a very eventful year for Tamil people and Sri Lanka in general, now is a
good time to reflect on the positive work of the ATC.
By creating support and understanding from the international community through political
dialogue and diplomacy, the ATC is doing a most important job in working for peace; a goal
which I’m sure is shared by all Sri Lankan expatriates.
I congratulate the ATC and wish all members a most productive AGM and year ahead.
Media contact: Nick Trainor – 0407 078 138
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Message from Dr Dennis Jensen MP

Message to the Australian Tamil congress
It is my pleasure to provide a message to the Australian Tamil Congress (ATC) to mark its
second Annual General Meeting on 17 September 2011.
The ATC has been in regular communication with me about the post-conflict situation in Sri
Lanka.
I value the constructive role ATC plays in the important issue of human rights and
reconciliation in Sri Lanka.
I continue to monitor developments in Sri Lanka and look forward to working with ATC in
the year ahead.
Warm regards,

Hon. Philip Ruddock MP

16
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Dear Congress,
I write to congratulate you on the occasion of your second AGM.
It is important that community groups across Australia promote values which
are consistent with Australian multiculturalism, underpinned by principles of
access and equity, and equality of citizenship.
Embracing diversity, harmony, equity and access has been central to the
essence of the Australian identity and the Congress’ message of providing a
platform for a positive participation in Australian society is to be commended.
AGMs often invite robust debate and provide a platform to carry out a set of
ideas and objectives. I am confident the Congress’ AGM will reflect a healthy
level of ideas and discussion.
Once again, I congratulate you on this initiative and I wish you all the best in
your deliberations.
Yours Sincerely,

Maria Vamvakinou MP
Federal Member for Calwell
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Message from Dr Dennis Jensen MP
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Message from Dr Dennis Jensen MP

2 September 2011
Adrian Sinnappu MIEAust CPeng
Australian Tamil Congress
PO Box 22
Como, WA 6952
Via email: Adrian.Sinnappu@au.bosch.com
Dear Adrian
Re: On the occasion of the Australian Tamil Congress’ Annual General Meeting
Like the Australian Tamil Congress, we acknowledge the human cost of the conflict and violence
in Sri Lanka over the past decade.
The people of Sri Lanka deserve a peaceful and lasting solution that respects the economic,
political, social, linguistic and cultural rights of all people. As such, we welcome the
establishment of the Advisory Panel on Sri Lanka by the United Nations Secretary General as an
essential step in achieving lasting peace.
We acknowledge the values of justice and peace promoted by the Australian Tamil Congress.
Such values are essential to rebuilding after the conflict and violence.
We congratulate you on your ongoing work encouraging positive participation, highlighting issues
of importance, and addressing the concerns of Tamils.
We wish you all the best for a successful second Annual General Meeting of the Australian Tamil
Congress.
In unity

Ged Kearney
President
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Message from Senator Mark Furner

Global Tamil Forum

GTF Chief Executive’s Message for Australian Tamil Congress, 2nd AGM

Australia
Belgium

Dear Friends,
I want to extend my greetings and best wishes to you all on the occasion of the Australian Tamil Congress’
nd
2 Annual General Meeting.
Over the past year, the relationship between GTF and ATC has grown ever stronger. The ATC has been
incredibly effective in increasing the awareness of Tamil issues with politicians and key decision-makers in
Australia and we hope our efforts have helped to support you in your important endeavours. In particular,
the work of ATC in the last year has created the situation that when the documentary, ‘Sri Lanka’s Killing
Fields’, was shown on Australian television senior politicians are compelled to comment; Foreign Minister
Rudd’s statement on the findings of the programme and the need for the UN Human Rights Council to act
are testament to this.
GTF is also grateful to ATC for your fundraising initiatives. I was pleased to note the success of the ATC and
GTF’s first joint event, ‘The Tribute’ in Sydney, which helped to raise the awareness of our organisations
activities and we hope that similar events can be held in other states and cities around Australia.
We are moving into an important phase in our struggle for truth, justice and accountability in Sri Lanka.
The forthcoming UN Human Rights Council Sessions in September 2011 and March next year could provide
the forum to initiate an independent, international commission of inquiry into the credible allegations of
war crimes. Our joint engagement with key countries is crucial if this action is to be taken.
In addition the Commonwealth will be holding important events this year. The Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting (CHOGM) will take place in Perth in October and a decision, between Australia and
Sri Lanka, will be made on the hosts of the 2018 Commonwealth Games in November. We must
concentrate and co-ordinate our efforts to ensure that the Government of Sri Lanka is held to account for
its actions and Hambantota is neither given the right to host CHOGM 2013 nor the Commonwealth Games.
In light of this, Australia and the ATC, in particular, have a key role to play at this time.
Therefore, I look forward to developing our relationship even further in the year ahead.
I hope you have a successful AGM.

Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
India
Italy
Malaysia
Mauritius
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
South Africa
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Yours,
Rt. Hon Joan Ryan
Chief Executive
Global Tamil Forum

USA

| email: info@globaltamilforum.org | www.globaltamilforum.org | +1 917 512 2992 |
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Message from Dr Dennis Jensen MP

September 03, 2011
On behalf of the United States Tamil Political Action Council, it is my great pleasure to
congratulate the Australian Tamil Congress on its 2nd Anniversary. The contributions by
the ATC to the Tamil cause of justice, equality and freedom are immense within this
short period of time.
We applaud your work in reaching out to your elected representatives, working on
media to get prime coverage for the Tamil Genocide through ABC Four Corners, and
bringing hope to Tamils in Sri Lanka by your strong support to their elected
representatives of TNA. The dedication of the leaders and volunteers of the ATC and
their years of service to the Tamil community in the tradition of two Maamanithars of
your land are well recognized and appreciated. The quality of your newsletter Murasu is
unparalleled and please keep it going. The USTPAC also admires ATC for its enthusiastic
involvement in global collaboration and its leadership in working with other Diaspora
organizations, specifically with USTPAC.
Tamil Americans congratulate all the members of the Australian Tamil Congress for
their active participation and achievements, and wish you success in your mission.

Elias Jeyarajah, PhD
President, USTPAC
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Board of Directors and Regional Structure
The Board is made up of directors elected from each region by their membership, and the Chairman
and Vice Chairman are elected by the combined membership of all regional Organisations in Australia.
The Secretary and the Treasurer are elected by the Board of Directors and all other Executive Officers
are appointed by the Board. The office bearers of the board, three other directors and the appointed
executive officers form the Executive Committee.
Regional chapter is formed with membership from each State and Territory and managed by an
elected body consisting of President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and committee members.
Regional chapter operations are guided by the Board. The following charts illustrate the structure of
Australian Tamil Congress

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2010-2011
CHAIRMAN
Dr. Raj T. Rajeswaran

SECRETARY
Mr. Kumaran Arulliah

DIRECTORS VIC
Prof. Thas A. Nirmalathas

DIRECTORS NSW
Dr. Nadarajah Gowripalan

DIRECTOR WA
Mr. Kumaran Arulliah

22

VICE CHAIRMAN
Mr. Paul Rajeswaran

TREASURER
Mr. Paul Rajeswaran

DIRECTOR QLD
Mr. Krish Illungo

DIRECTOR SA
Dr. Kamal G. Nathan
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2010-2011
CHAIRMAN
Dr. Raj T. Rajeswaran
VICE CHAIRMAN
Mr. Paul Rajeswaran

SECRETARY
Mr. Kumaran Arulliah
POLITICAL CO-ORDINATOR
Mr. Adrian Sinnappu

TREASURER
Mr. Paul Rajeswaran

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Dr. Sam Pari

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Mr. Ranju Seevanayagam

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Dr. Bala Vigneswaran

DIRECTOR
Mr. Krish Illungo

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Mrs. Varuni Bala

DIRECTOR
Dr. Nadarajah Gowripalan

DIRECTOR
Prof. Thas A. Nirmalathas

REGIONAL CHAPTERS AND ATC BOARD
NSW
QLD

ACT

ATC

NT
SA

WA

VIC
TAS

Each Regional Chapters will elect one Director to the ATC Board and its own management committee, if
there are more than 1,000 members in a chapter then that chapter is entitled to have two directors.
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REGIONAL CHAPTER MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

TREASURER

SECRETARY

COMMITTEE
MEMBERS

REGIONAL CHAPTER OFFICE BEARERS 2010-2011

24

CHAPTER

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

TREASURER

NSW

Mr. Manokaran
Manikavinayagam

Mr. P Ananthan

Mrs. Varuni
Bala

Mr Appiah
Nimalendran

QLD

CHAPTER CO-ORDINATOR
Mr. Yogi Srikhanta

Vacant

Mr. Jerome
Arunkumaren

SA

CHAPTER CO-ORDINATOR
Mr. Kumar Jeyakumar

Mrs. Shankari
Wijendra

Mrs. Thurga
Bragatheswaran

VIC

Mr. Selvadurai
Pathmalinkam

Dr. Sri
Srithar

Mr. Johnny
Chrysostom

Mr. Rajan
Kailanathan

WA

Mr. Rajan
Vadivel

Vacant

Mr. P A
Subramaniam

Mr. Siva
Arulpragasam
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National Public Relations Team Report
Executive Officer Dr. Sam Pari

Introduction
This time a year ago, the Australian Tamil community waited, placing complete faith in the
international community for action against injustices thrust upon our brethren. The United Nations
(UN) had named the three-member expert advisory panel but was yet to take any substantiative
steps towards obtaining justice for Tamil victims.
Thousands of Tamils were still held in secret prisons, and those released were living in squalor in
their own homeland. Colonisation and militarisation of the Tamil homeland continued to take place
under the guise of reconstruction and redevelopment.
While Australian media had deviated from the rhetoric of “Tamils = Terrorists”, and was predominantly
fair in reporting on human rights violations in Sri Lanka, we now faced a new stigmatisation – “Tamil
asylum seekers = Terrorists”, perpetuated by opinion pieces by Sri Lankan government supporters
posing as independent experts. This fancy addition to the Sri Lankan propaganda machine had a far
more sinister agenda than just an attempt at tainting the image of our community – it was intended
with the purpose of spreading fear and hatred amongst the Australian public, in turn increasing
political pressure to return Tamil refugees, many of whom may been eye-witnesses to war crimes,
back to the island of Sri Lanka.
Within the Australian Federal Parliament, we continued to wait for ethical leadership from our
government which chose to maintain that it had ‘warm bilateral’ relations with Colombo and would
await the Sri Lankan government’s own internal inquiry on the conduct of its war.

Tasks of Australian Tamil Congress Public Relations Team
We now faced an added challenge, of not just speaking up for the silenced Tamils in the island of
Sri Lanka, but also those arriving in Australia to seek asylum. With limited human and financial
resources, and only enthusiasm and commitment of volunteer workers, the Public Relations (PR)
team of the Australian Tamil Congress (ATC) set out to meet these new challenges by initially setting
out three key objectives:
1.

To counteract attempts by the Sri Lankan propaganda machine to taint the image of Tamils in
Australia, whether they be citizens or those seeking asylum;

2.

To advocate for an international independent inquiry into war crimes committed in Sri Lanka;

3.

To lobby for a political solution that addresses the grievances of the Tamils in the island of Sri
Lanka.

The first objective was achieved through immediate action as soon as we were made aware of
false propaganda by the Sri Lankan regime. Articles in newspapers that spread misinformation
were responded to immediately and effectively, often resulting in a second article a few days later
with information counter-acting earlier published false claims. Through our extensive lobbying and
advocacy work we soon found other supporters, including academics, lawyers, and eminent persons,
in the wider community who also wrote to newspapers when such incidents took place. Similar
responses took place when speakers propagated false information at forums or events.
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Our second objective was achieved through tightly controlled and strategically placed key messaging
in all external communications with the Australian public, media and politicians. We also established
the War Crimes Inquiry team which assisted in collecting statements from eye witnesses. These
statements were submitted to the UN and we believe played a role in the outcome of the UN Expert
Panel’s report. The team continues to collect evidence in the hope that it may be used in a war
crimes tribunal in future, and has commenced research into legal aspects of prosecution of war
criminals in Australia as well as the International Criminal Court.
Our third objective was achieved through constant and persistent lobbying with politicians and policy
makers. These include written correspondence and in person meetings with influential individuals
and groups, as well as frequent forums, all of which were successful and well attended, organised by
ATC at the Federal Parliament, Canberra.
Over the past year, ATC has delicately and effectively overcome many of the challenges, while
continuing to maintain earned respect of the politicians and the media.
The following are a list of ATC’s tangible successes, made over the past year due to tireless hard work
from dozens of our members.

Summary Report from ATC National Public Relations Team 2011*
1.

ATC has written a large number of briefing documents and letters to politicians and policy
makers.

2.

Lobbying by the political team and public relations team has contributed significantly to several
motions being passed, questions asked and speeches being made by politicians in Federal and
State Parliaments.

3.

Our advocacy work has also ensured that politicians, academics and journalists highlight our
issues in the media, ranging from Greens Senator-elect Lee Rhiannon in a rally speech naming
Mahinda Rajapakse as responsible for the massacre of the Tamils and calling on Australian Prime
Minister to back calls for a war crimes tribunal on Sri Lanka, to veteran journalist Mark Colvin
criticising Delhi’s invitation of Sri Lanka’s President as guest of honour to the Commonwealth
Games Opening Ceremony [Quiet diplomacy: That’s the Commonwealth way, ABC The Drum,
14/10/10].

4.

ATC’s timely media releases and regular liaising with the media has ensured that the Tamil issues
have been covered substantially in the Australian mainstream media, and false propaganda by
the Sri Lankan regime has been counter-acted effectively. On several occasions, journalists have
had to work closely with the ATC PR team for several weeks, and at times even months, to
produce a report. This is a testament to the credibility and respect ATC has earned through our
genuine, hard and honest work.

Print Media:
·
·
·
·
·
·
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Abbott ignorant on boat arrivals – 9/4/10, The Age
Tamil vote on pressing case for homeland – 17/4/10, The Age
Tamils have no voice in Sri Lanka – 23/4/10, The Age
You can die at sea, Tamils warned – 12/5/10, The Australian
Australia worried about Tamils sent home – 18/5/10, Australia Network News
Tamil women denied the right to live in peace – 17/5/10, The Scavenger
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Gillard’s Timor solution: reaction – 6/7/10, SMH
Sri Lanka has improved but people still ‘vulnerable’ – 6/7/10, The Age
Mixed reaction over offshore processing – 7/7/10, SMH
Asylum seekers set sail in a sea of silence – 7/7/10, ABC Unleashed
‘I just wanted … freedom’ – 10/7/10, SMH
Gillard’s `xenophobic’ agenda, pressure mounts – 13/7/10, Jakarta Post
Most Tamils real refugees, say experts – 15/7/10, The Age
Tamil Tigers at the front door – 16/7/10, The Australian
Boats for Votes – 19/8/10, AFP
Sydney detention centre protest ends – 21/9/10, SMH
Sydney rooftop protesters in leap threat: activist – 21/9/10, AFP
Two Villawood protesters come down from roof as activists chain themselves to office – 21/9/10,
SMH
Suicide detainee’s pleas were ‘ignored’ – 21/9/10, ABC News
Villawood Protesters cut themselves ahead of 5pm deadline – 21/9/10, The Australian
Former PM’s plea failed to save detainee – 21/9/10, The Australian
Police move in on rooftop protest – 21/9/10, ABC News
Asylum-seekers end threat to plunge from Sydney roof – 21/9/10, AFP
Quiet diplomacy: That’s the Commonwealth way – 14/10/10, ABC The Drum
If Zimbabwe, why not Sri Lanka? – 5/11/11, ABC Unleashed
Libs want answers on Karzai drug claims – 3/12/11, The Australian
Concern over Sri Lankan envoy – 4/1/11, The Age
Tamils urge govt to reject Sri Lanka envoy – 24/1/11, AAP
War crimes cloud over envoy choice – 24/1/11, Canberra Times
Australian could face court over Tamil Tigers deaths – 22/2/11, SMH
Gillard urged to back Sri Lanka war crimes probe – 26/4/11, ABC News
UN tells of Sri Lankan carnage – 27/4/11, The Australian
Emerging truth about UN failure in Sri Lanka – 28/4/11, SMH
Tamil anger at new envoy – 9/5/11, The Age
Australian entangled in a final act of civil war – 14/5/11, SMH
Stark future for the vanquished – 14/5/11, SMH

Broadcast Media:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Australian Tamil Referendum – 6/4/10, ABC TV News
Tamil Women’s Issues – 7/4/10, 2SER Radio
Sri Lankans go to the polls – 8/4/10, SBS TV News
Dr Sam Pari on the UNHCR Report – 9/4/10, ABC Radio Australia
Lawyers question asylum policy – 9/4/10, ABC
Opposition, Tamils and refugee lawyer say asylum suspension won’t stop surge of boats –
9/4/10, ABC Radio
Angry reaction from communities – 10/4/10, SBS TV News
Australia Faces Backlash Over Freeze on Accepting Refugees from Sri Lanka, Afghanistan –
12/4/10, Voice of America
Australian Tamils cast their vote – 15/4/10, The Wire
Tamils vote in referendum – 18/4/10, SBS TV News
Australian Tamil referendum polls support for independent homeland – 22/4/10, ABC Radio
Australia
Tamil diaspora make their feelings known – 22/04/10, The Wire
Refugees in Australia – 6/5/10, Press TV
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

One year on from Sri Lankan civil war – 19/5/10, ABC Radio Australia
Deported Sri Lankans beaten and killed – 19/5/10, SBS TV News
Emigration : L’Australie un nouvel Eldorado – 15/6/10, Le Monde
Brisbane Tamil Story – 3/9/10, ABC TV
Story on 18th Amendment – 15/9/10, ABC News 24
Detention centre dilemma – 21/9/10, ABC TV 7.30 Report
Australian detention centre protest comes to an end – 21/9/10, ABC Radio National
Protesters take to roof of detention centre – 21/9/10, ABC Radio World Today
Emotional refugee standoff ends – 21/9/10, ABC TV Lateline
Asylum seekers vow suicide in Australia – 21/9/10, Press TV
Pressure for an Independent Umpire in Sri Lanka – 6/11/10, 2SER’s Razors Edge
Photos allege Sri Lanka massacre – 10/11/10, Al Jazeera
High Court ruling will impact offshore processing system – 11/11/10, The Wire
High Court Appeal – 11/11/10, BBC Tamil Service
Abuse concerns over Sri Lanka envoy nominee – 24/1/11, ABC Radio Asia Pacific Program
Envoy anger – 24/1/11, Australia Network News
Sri Lankan admiral in Australian storm – 24/1/11, ABC Radio Australia News
Push to investigate Australian citizen for war crimes – 21/2/11, ABC Radio National PM Program
Leaked UN report details Sri Lankan war crimes Produced by Emma Davis – 20/4/11, The Wire
Tamils call on Australia to back Sri Lanka war crimes inquiry – 26/4/11, ABC Radio PM Program
Sri Lankan war crimes probe – 26/4/11, SBS TV News
UN report details war crimes in Sri Lanka – 26/4/11, ABC TV Lateline
The Drum – 27/4/11, ABC24 TV
Mixed reaction to Sri Lanka report – 27/4/11, SBS Radio News
UN report suggests War Crimes in Sri Lanka – 1/5/11, 2ser Radio

5.

ATC representatives attended the Community Cabinet Meeting in Sydney in April 2011 and
were able to ask then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd a question: “The Labor government has been
saying that it is the increase in push factors that is the cause of so many asylum seekers coming
here. If you truly believe this, shouldn’t you acknowledge that the root cause of the problem is
with the Sri Lankan government’s oppression, discrimination and persecution of the Tamils. If
we want the number of asylum seekers coming to Australia to reduce, shouldn’t Australia put
pressure on the Sri Lankan government to improve its treatment of Tamil people, and shouldn’t
the Labor government be as harsh on the Sri Lankan government the way we were with Fiji and
Zimbabwe?” The question received applause from the audience and ensured this issue received
the public and political coverage it deserved, given the upcoming election.

6.

ATC established a War Crimes Inquiry team which initially focused on collecting witness
statements, which were submitted to the UN Expert Panel and played a role in the final outcome
of their report. The team will continue to collect evidence in the hope that it may be used in a
war crimes tribunal in future.
Overtime, the team also commenced research into legal aspects of prosecution of war criminals
in Australia as well as the International Criminal Court.

7.
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ATC’s PR team’s active campaigning and successful advocacy work has enabled ATC representatives
to be invited to address several forums, events and conferences. This has included the National
Council Meeting of the Medical Association for Prevention of War, the Latin America Social
Forum, Politics in the Pub and the International Peace Research Association Conference.
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8.

During the Sri Lankan cricket team’s tour of Australia, ATC and University of Sydney’s Sri Lanka
Human Rights Project, run by the Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies at the university, issued
a joint press release titled “Sri Lanka – Let in an independent umpire” calling for Sri Lanka to
be banned from the International Cricket Council because of the island’s ongoing human rights
emergency. As a result, the issue received coverage in Australian media.

9.

The ATC PR team in partnership with the
political team organised a human rights
forum in November 2011 at the Australian
Federal Parliament House, Canberra. The
objective of the forum was to give an insight
into the ground realities in Sri Lanka and
the need for Australia to follow suite with
the British Prime Minister in calling for an
independent international investigation into
ATC Human Rights forum at Federal Parliament,
alleged war crimes in Sri Lanka. The speakers
Canberra in November 2010
also highlighted the colonisation and land
grabbing schemes taking place and the lack of resettlement of the Tamil population. The forum
was a great success with Members of Parliament, Senators, senior government officials from
Department of Immigration and Department of Foreign Affairs, professors of Law, human rights
activists and media personnel attending the event. This is a testament to the trust, respect and
value they give the ATC and what we have to contribute to their knowledge on the Sri Lanka. It is
also a reflection that the ATC has now become the trusted representative of the Australian Tamil
community. This is especially important in light of the good turnout given the busy and volatile
nature of a minority government in Parliament.

10. ATC PR team organised Tamils say “Thank you”, a dinner to thank the many non-Tamil Australians
who have helped the Tamil community in the last year. The evening was a wonderful opportunity
to break bread with some of the kind and caring people the Tamil community has been privileged
to meet and work that year.
11. The ATC PR team has been corresponding with several human rights organisations to create
awareness about the issue of war crimes in Sri Lanka. Several of these organisations have since
issued press releases and statements on this issue, including Australian Lawyers for Human
Rights, Medical Association for Prevention of War, Catholic Justice & Peace Commission of
Brisbane, Pax Christi Queensland and Amnesty Australia.
12. ATC PR team played a key role in coordinating the international Tamil diaspora network by
leading the media work surrounding the filing of the complaint against Palitha Kohona at the
International Criminal Court. The story was covered in depth in Australia.
13. Upon hearing of the Australian government’s acceptance of a former navy commander as Sri
Lanka’s High Commissioner to Australia, the ATC PR team worked with journalists to create
awareness and media coverage on the issue of an alleged war criminal being accepted into a
diplomatic post in Australia.
14. ATC attended Human Rights 2011 hosted by the Australian Human Rights Commission, at which
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Ms Navi Pillay was the guest speaker. Of dozens of
questions submitted, ATC’s question was chosen and the ATC representative was given the
opportunity to ask Ms Pillay the following:
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“It was quite interesting to hear you talk about Rwanda and war crimes and genocide. As you
know, in April a United Nations Expert Panel found that war crimes took place in Sri Lanka,
and they actually recommended an international independent investigation to take place. Now,
despite many western countries backing these recommendations and these findings, Australia the Australian government - our Foreign Minister, Kevin Rudd and our Prime Minister, Julia Gillard
have so far been very silent. They haven’t commented on this and infact, recently Australia has
accepted a former military official as the next Sri Lankan high commissioner. My question is
with war crimes and persecution causing thousands of Tamil refugees to flee by boats from Sri
Lanka towards Australia would you say that Australia has to be more vocal when it comes to war
crimes issues in Sri Lanka?”
In answering, Ms Pillay confirmed that Australia should be more pro-active on such issues,
especially since it had signed the Rome Statute. She also stated that Australia had a crucial
responsibility in this region to end impunity for serious crimes and should speak up and call for
accountability in this region.
Mr Paris Aristotle AM, Director of the Victorian Foundation for Survivors of Torture and refugee
advocate, who was also a member of the Panel, spoke at length and in detail, and stated his
concern regarding the number of Tamils who were found to be legitimate refugees being held
back due “security clearances”. He stated that in his 24 years of experience he was not aware of
anyone who had been responsible for any criminal or terrorist act after having been resettled
or granted protection in Australia. He highlighted that in reality, many Tamils from the Vanni
region would have some sort of association with the LTTE, and that link being a reason for failing
security clearance may mean that some people could theoretically be in detention of the rest
of their lives.
ATC’s participation in such events and proactive attitude ensured that the important issue of war
crimes in Sri Lanka, the persecution of Tamils and the need for Australia to speak up was heard
not only by the 1700 attendees, but also countless others who watched the media broadcast of
the event.
15. ATC partnered with documentary photographer Shelley Morris to help exhibit The Sound of
Silence, a collection of photographs taken by her in late 2010 during a visit to the northern parts
of Sri Lanka. Through her photographs, Shelley was able to depict the human suffering of the
Tamil people and the desperation they faced in the island of Sri Lanka. In Sydney ATC co-hosted
the event which was held at the Mori
Gallery from 2 till 5 June 2011. The
exhibition was also shown at Federal
Parliament House, Canberra on 15
June 2011 and was well attended
by Members of Parliament and
Senators, including Cabinet Ministers.
The exhibition had a profound effect
on all those who attended with two
politicians, Michelle Rowland MP and
Ed Husic MP specifically highlighting
the exhibition and the work ATC
does regarding the plight of Tamils in
the island of Sri Lanka in Parliament
Sound of Silence Photo Exhibition
speeches.
co-hosted by ATC and Shelley Morris
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16. The ATC PR team is immensely proud of our volunteers who work with genuine care and
humility. Over the year, these attributes have also been recognised by eminent persons in the
wider Australian community, enabling them to build strong relationships with us. In May 2011,
former Australian of the Year, Prof. Patrick D McGorry AO publicly announced his full support of
“the recent call from the UN Expert Panel for an independent investigation into war crimes in Sri
Lanka, and respectfully urge the Australian government to support this call.”
17. One of our greatest achievement
this year has been the exclusive
invitation of an ATC representative
to a reception with His Holiness
the Dalai Lama during his visit to
Australian in June 2011. It was
a great privilege and honour for
the ATC to meet His Holiness, to
represent the Australian Tamil
community and to express our
solidarity with the Tibetan people.
18. ATC ran fax and email campaigns
calling on our government
to support an independent
international investigation into war
crimes in Sri Lanka.
19. ATC commenced a campaign
“Say we are Tamils” encouraging
Australian Tamils to identify
themselves as ‘Tamil’ in the 2011
Census.

ATC activist Adrian Sinnappu
with His Holiness the Dalai Lama

20. Since November 2009, ATC has published Murasu, a monthly newsletter for our members. An
English and Tamil version has been created without fail. Every single edition has been archived
with the National Library of Australia so future generations may also have access. These can be
viewed at http://pandora.nla.gov.au/tep/112241
21. The ATC website, www.australiantamilcongress.com, is updated regularly.
22. ATC subscribed to daily email alerts from the Tamil Justice blog, www.tamiljustice.com. Latest
posts also appear on the ATC website giving viewers access to daily updates. This blog is
independently run by volunteers.

Final Thoughts:
This past year, the ATC PR team has made great strides.
Attendance by politicians, academics and journalists to our forums held at Federal Parliament,
Canberra are increasing with each event with many attendees confirming that our events are
more interesting, informative and better attended than those organised by the Sri Lankan High
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Commission! The success of our human rights forum and the photography exhibition were some of
our greatest achievements this year.
We have also noted an increasing number of influential individuals, voluntarily speaking up for Tamil
justice in various forums and taking their own initiative to counteract false propaganda by the Sri
Lankan state, confirming the success of our advocacy work. The extensive list of supporters of Tamil
justice includes former Australian of the Year, Prof. Patrick D McGorry AO.
The opportunity provided to ATC to meet with and discuss the issue of justice for Tamils with His
Holiness the Dalai Lama was another highlight of the year.
Our team has also realised that rather than waiting for justice, which relies on the action of the
international community, we as a community can actively earn the justice we deserve. With the
establishment of a War Crimes Inquiry team, we have embarked on this journey and hope to soon
wrench the rights of Tamil people from the vicious grip of oppressive powers.
ATC continues to be the most quoted Tamil organisation in the Australian media across all issues
related to Sri Lanka and the Tamil Diaspora, with opinion pieces by ATC representatives being
published on several occasions in both print and online media.
This past year, we have continued to maintain strong relations with politicians, academics and
journalists, while positioning the Tamil community as successful, passionate and strong. Our
achievements are a testament to the hard work of our volunteers and the support of our members,
and with more people behind us we can reach our goals much sooner. So, we ask you to help in
encouraging more people to join ATC, get involved in our activities and make it a stronger organisation.
While the road to justice is long and treacherous, filled with obstacles, disappointments and at times
even betrayal, if we as a community work together and march forward with only the final destination
in mind, the journey will be worth all the pain.
*Up to 30/6/11
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Strategic Planning Team Report
Australian Tamil Congress (ATC) is embarking on its third year of operation in September 2011. The
first year of ATC (up to June 2010) corresponds to the period following the May 2009 tragedy in
Sri Lanka, and our activities during this period involved significant re-thinking and soul searching,
developing new priorities and alignments, arriving at consensus political positions and strategies,
and above all, adopting an approach that is viewed as ‘reasonable’ by the ‘main-stream’ sections
of our adopted society. Notable achievements of the political team during the first year included,
(1) establishing effective functional relationships across teams from all states, (2) developing a
blueprint that articulated ATC’s short, medium and long term vision for the future of Tamils in Sri
Lanka, (3) establishing ATC as a key constituent representing Australian Tamils in the Global Tamil
Forum (GTF), (4) forming strong working relationships with several Parliamentarians and eminent
Australians across all states, (5) representing Tamils in key meetings including those with ministers
and government officials, and (6) making well-researched, high-quality submissions to relevant
ministries and institutions.

Notable Actions and Lobbying Activities
The solid foundation laid during the first year facilitated smoother functioning subsequently, and in
effect, an order of magnitude more activities were carried out during the second year (the period
under review). Significant progress ATC has made during its short period of existence is due to
tireless hard work from dozens of our members. In totality, our members across the country were
involved in more than a hundred meetings with Parliamentarians, trade union leaders, human rights
activists, academics and church leaders, and they are continuously working hard to maintain cordial
relationships with these key individuals. Regular trips to Canberra were made by delegates from
around Australia for important meetings. A high-level summary of a few important actions carried
out by the Strategic Planning (SP) team is presented here:
1.

Federal Election (July–August 2010): Our members across all states actively worked with
identified candidates during the last federal election (August 22, 2010). They were involved
in a range of activities including election-campaigning, fund-raising and polling-booth
duties. In total, we worked with more than thirty candidates from all major parties and a
few independents. We also prepared a document articulating the expectations of the Tamil
community which was generally well-received by most candidates. This probably was the first
time the Tamil community was directly involved in an election campaign in such organised
manner.

2.

Strategic Direction and Priorities: ATC representatives from different states participated in a
one day caucus meeting (Feb. 12, 2011) in Sydney and discussed strategies to be focussed in
the near-term. GTF President Father Emmanuel, GTF Vice-President Dr. Iyngaran and a few
representatives from different Tamil organisations also participated (twenty eight participants
in total). The general agreement was to have a near-term national focus on political activities
and to follow a combined strategy of (1) political engagement with the elected representatives
of the Tamil people from Sri Lanka and (2) applying coordinated international pressure on
the Sri Lankan government through the issues of war crimes, targeted sanctions/boycott, and
lobbying activities in Australia, India and other countries (some of which in active collaboration
with GTF).

3.

GTF Chairman Father Emmanuel’s Visit (February 2011): An exhaustive two-week visit
covering all major cities was arranged. Father addressed Tamils across Australia about the
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current political situation in the North-East Sri Lanka, and articulated GTF’s vision and action
plans for the future. He also had individual meetings with around thirty important Australians
and the list included Parliamentarians, DFAT officials (Feb. 24, 2011), church leaders, trade
union officials, journalists and academics. Some of the eminent people Father Emmanuel met
were Mr. Hieu Van Le (Lieutenant Governor of South Australia), Cardinal Pell (Feb. 23, 2011),
Archbishop Philip Wilson, Bishop Power, Bishop Huggins, and Professor Patrick D McGorry
(Australian of the year).

GTF President Rev. Dr. S J Emmanuel visit to Australia

4.

TNA MP Sumanthiran’s Visit (March 2011): A two-week visit involving most of the major cities
was arranged. MP Sumanthiran clearly articulated the evolution of Tamil politics in Sri Lanka,
with a clear emphasis on the current political and humanitarian situation in the North-East
(lack of rehabilitation, status of surrendees, human rights and rule of law, militarisation and
demography changes, and insincerity on the part of the government in political negotiations);
the positions and strategies adopted by the TNA after May 2009 was addressed in great
detail. He addressed an ATC-organised forum hosted by Sen. Claire Moore in the Parliament
House (March 22, 2011) and the Parliamentary Human Rights Sub-committee (March 24,
2011), and also had meetings with key DFAT and other government officials. In total, the MP
had discussions with around twenty-five Parliamentarians and fifteen eminent persons, and
articulated the Tamil point of view very effectively.

5.

Meeting with DFAT and other Commonwealth Officials: We have developed good working
relationships with officials from DFAT, DIAC and AusAID. Our members had discussions with
DFAT officials on five different occasions last year (Oct. 8, 2010, Feb. 24, 2011, March 23, 2011,
May 18, 2011, and June 22, 2011). On top of face-to-face meetings, we are also in constant
touch with them that allows us to inform and discuss about relevant events that occur in Sri
Lanka and around the world. We regularly up-date them about the ground situation in Sri Lanka
and also strongly articulate the expectations and the concerns of the Tamil community. Our
consistent effort with DFAT officials, together with the campaigns conducted through several
sympathetic Parliamentarians, led to a meeting between the Tamil community representatives
and the Foreign Minister Hon. Kevin Rudd.

6.

Meeting with Foreign Minister Hon. Kevin Rudd: ATC personnel, as a part of Tamil community
representatives, met our Foreign Minister on June 22, 2011 at the Parliament House. He
articulated the key aspects of Australian foreign policy towards Sri Lanka through the following:
a. The willingness to continue with significant aid programs ($43.5 million for 2011-
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2012), targeting affected people from the lagging regions (significant focus on NorthEast Sri Lanka);
b. The readiness and preparation to closely follow the steps being taken in Sri Lanka to
arrive at a political solution, with clear recognition of past failures; and
c. The recognition of the need for credible investigation into war crimes as a fundamental
requirement for eventual reconciliation.
In particular, the Foreign Minister’s insistence that Australian foreign policy was identical to
those of US and UK, his decision to review Australian policy position following the release of Sri
Lanka’s Lesson Learnt and Reconciliation Commission (LLRC) report in November 2011, and his
offer to meet us later in the year to discuss Australian position on these issues were welcomed
with appreciation by the Tamil community.
Australian Foreign Minister meeting Tamil community representatives is a significant event,
and ATC played a key part in achieving this outcome. The consistent and reasonable political
positions and advocacy methods adopted by us and the trusting relationships our hardworking
volunteers have painstakingly built with several Parliamentarians and Commonwealth officials
have made this possible. Australia’s foreign policy towards Sri Lanka is determined by several
factors, and the input we provide could be just one of them. On several occasions we will
continue to be disappointed with Australia’s foreign policy direction as has been the case in
the past. However, the fact that we are in a position to readily articulate our concerns at
senior levels among the decision makers is an achievement that we all can be satisfied with.
7.

War Crimes Issues: Major effort expended last year was related to war crimes, and the
focus was on continuous interactions with politicians, eminent Australians and the media on
highlighting the need to address war crimes committed by all sides as an integral part of longterm reconciliation. A few of the submissions made on this topic were addressed to:
a. Hon. Stephen Smith (Foreign Minister at that period) and all other Parliamentarians
(June 16, 2010) regarding an impending Senate motion;
b. Hon. Laurie Ferguson, Chairman, Human Rights Sub-committee (Oct. 27, 2010);
c. All Parliamentarians (Dec. 8, 2010) regarding new war crimes evidence telecast by UK
Channel 4;
d. UN Panel Members (Dec. 10, 2010);
e. All Parliamentarians (Feb. 2, 2011) regarding an impending motion in the House of
Representatives;
f. All Parliamentarians regarding the UN Panel Report (April 20, 2011) and to highlight
the silence maintained by the Australian government (May 5, 2011);
g. All Parliamentarians regarding UK’s Channel 4 “Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields” documentary
(June 16, 2011) and its re-broadcast in ABC’s 7:30 report (June 28, 2011). Major
promotion of the ABC’s 7:30 program was carried out by notifying all federal and
state Parliamentarians, legal professionals, academics, human rights activists and
church leaders (several hundreds in total);
h. Appreciation and clarification letters for Foreign Minister, Hon. Kevin Rudd (July 7,
2011), Greens Leader, Hon. Bob Brown (July 8, 2011) and Shadow Foreign Minister,
Hon. Julie Bishop (July 26, 2011) for their positions on war crimes and for initiating/
supporting a Senate motion on this issue; and
i. Parliamentary Human Rights Sub-committee (as part of their hearing) specifying the
positions adopted by the TNA and other Western countries on war crimes (Aug. 3,
2011).
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These submissions were usually followed by either direct meetings or phone calls with selected
Parliamentarians to personally articulate our concerns. We also arranged two on-line and
fax petitions (May–June, 2011), one addressed to the UN Secretary General to release the
UN Panel Report and the other addressed to the Foreign Minister and the Prime Minister
requesting them to break Australia’s public silence on war crimes (more than a thousand
people including several non-Tamils participated in these campaigns).
It is important to note that three motions were passed in the Parliament related to war crimes
- motions raised by Senator Sarah Hanson-Young (June 21, 2010), Mr. Laurie Ferguson MP
(Feb. 28, 2011) and Senator Bob brown (July 7, 2011) – all of which are in general alignment
with our positions.
At least eleven Parliamentarians have addressed their concerns regarding Tamil rights and
war crimes issues in a sympathetic manner in the Parliament, with most of them calling for
independent investigation to address war crimes. Speeches were made by Mr. Ed Husic MP Member for Chifley, Ms. Michelle Rowland MP - Member for Greenway, Mr. Laurie Ferguson
MP - Member for Werriwa, Mr. John Murphy MP - Member for Reid, Mr. John Alexander MP
- Member for Bennelong, Dr. Dennis Jensen MP - Member for Tangney, Ms. Melissa Parke –
Member for Freemantle, Mr. Adam Brandt MP - Member for Melbourne, Senator Sara HansonYoung, Senator John Faulkner and Senator Bob Brown.
Continued plight of Tamils in Sri Lanka and the need for independent investigation into war
crimes were also articulated by several state MPs in state Parliaments. MPs spoke include Ms.
Virginia Judge (NSW), Mr. Ian Cohen (NSW), Mr. Nathan Rees (NSW) and Ms. Amanda Bresnan
(ACT).
Several prominent Australians have publicly supported the establishment of the UN panel by
the Secretary General and its call for independent investigation into war crimes, and have also
urged the Australian government to support this call. The list includes Ms Ged Kearney (Dec.
13, 2010), on behalf of the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU), and the Australian of
the year, Professor Patrick D McGorry (May 26, 2011). Ms. Ged Kearney and a few delegates
from ACTU, during a meeting with Hon. Kevin Rudd (July 5, 2011), discussed ATC’s submission
articulating the need for an international investigations into war crimes.
A motion ‘highlighting the sufferings of Tamils in post-war Sri Lanka’, and calling on ‘the
Australian Government to use its influence with the Government of Sri Lanka, the United
Nations and the Commonwealth to bring about a lasting political settlement to the Tamil
issues’ was passed at 2010 Queensland Labor Party Regional Conference.
ATC representatives have been liaising with the Sub-Continent Friends of Labor (NSW) over
several months. This group passed a resolution requesting Australia to take a lead role in
calling for international independent investigation into alleged war crimes, and submitted a
proposal calling for the same when they met Prime Minister Hon. Julia Gillard (June 14, 2011).
The Tamil community had serious reservations about the long silence maintained by the
Australian government on war crimes and our consistent effort for months was focused on
soliciting a public position from the government. Our sentiments were shared by several
Parliamentarians – during private communications and through public comments (including a
Parliamentary speech by Dr. Dennis Jensen). Importantly, the Shadow Foreign Minister, Hon.
Julie Bishop, MP, in a public statement following the release of the UN report (May 19, 2011),
called on the Australian government to urge all parties to fully cooperate with any investigation.
Consistent effort by several Tamil groups, together with the airing of the documentary “Killing
Fields” on ABC’s 7:30 Report, finally led to public pronouncements on war crimes by Foreign
Minister Hon. Kevin Rudd (June 28, 2011).
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The present Australian position that “the Government of Sri Lanka should take steps for
meaningful accountability for alleged violations of international human rights and humanitarian
law, including by addressing the UN panel findings through its LLRC mechanism”, and that “the
UN Human Rights Council should re-investigate the events occurred during the last stages of
the war in light of the newly available evidence” are generally in alignment with the positions
taken by US, UK and other EU countries. In some aspects, the Australian position, if adopted
widely, will lead towards a path to address this serious and compelling issue.
8.

High Commissioner Appointment: Significant campaigning was done to persuade the
Australian government to not to accept anyone connected to the recently concluded war as
Sri Lanka’s next High Commissioner. A submission to all Parliamentarians was made on Feb.
10, 2011 and meetings with Parliamentarians and DFAT officials were also held. Despite the
support and understanding of several Parliamentarians (MPs Mr. John Murphy and Mr. Adam
Brandt and Senator Russell Trood addressed this issue in the Parliament and at committee
level) and eminent Australians, the Australian government accepted the nomination of a
former navy commander intimately involved in the last stages of the war as Sri Lanka’s High
Commissioner (the government’s reasoning was that it did not have evidence to directly
implicate the officer with war crimes). Our disappointment at this appointment was shared
by several Parliamentarians; a statement to this effect was issued by Mr. Adam Brandt MP
(May 10, 2011) and a few opinion pieces articulating this point of view appeared in the media.

9.

Defence Meeting Boycott: We campaigned with the Australian Defence Minister and the
Defence Department (submissions made on April 13, 2011 and May 5, 2011), and also with key
Parliamentarians for Australia to not to take part in the Defence Conference organised by the
Defence Ministry in Colombo. It is satisfying to note that Australia declined the invitation and
did not participate in this meeting.

10. Ground Realities of the North-East Sri Lanka: The attempts by the Government of Sri Lanka
to change the demography and cultural identity of the Tamil homeland through heavy
militarisation (presently military controls all aspects of civilian life), state-sponsored colonisation
and development programs are a serious existential threat faced by Tamils living in the NorthEast Sri Lanka. These issues were highlighted in several meetings with Parliamentarians
and government officials. Two submissions containing the details of the changes forced on
our people were made to Parliamentarians on Nov. 16, 2010 and Aug. 15, 2011 (Note: the
second submission, made ahead of an event organised by the Sri Lankan High Commission in
the Parliament House, was mainly based on the information presented by the TNA in the Sri
Lankan Parliament).
11. Meeting with Shadow Foreign Minister and Deputy Leader of the Opposition Hon. Julie
Bishop MP: Our members attended a presentation by Hon. Julie Bishop in a public event (July
26, 2011) and made a submission to clarify some of her earlier comments regarding the LLRC
mechanism in Sri Lanka. This eventually led to a formal meeting with her on August 24, 2011 at
the Parliament House. ATC representatives articulated Tamil community’s concerns regarding
the accountability issues and the importance of an inclusive political solution for long-term
reconciliation, stability and prosperity in Sri Lanka. The discussion was fruitful, the responses
from the Shadow Minister were positive, and this opportunity may help us to build stronger
relationships with the main opposition party in the future.
12. Campaigning for the Welfare of Refugees: Submissions related to release of children and
families into community (Oct. 22, 2010) and our concerns regarding the impact of long-term
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detention, delays in security clearance, separation of families and possible return of rejected
claimants (May 19, 2011) were made to the Immigration Minister Hon. Chris Bowen and DIAC
officials. These issues were also raised during individual meetings with Parliamentarians.
Valuable information needed for ‘country assessment’ was provided to the concerned DIAC
officials during periodic meetings. An ATC submission detailing our concerns regarding the
welfare of refugees was arranged to be presented in a bi-lateral meeting with UNHCR Asia
Bureau in Geneva (June 26, 2011).
13. Cricket Boycott: The possibility of Australian cricket team not touring Sri Lanka was explored.
A meeting was arranged with the Minister for Sports, Senator Mark Arbib (July 25, 2011), and
submissions articulating our point of view (together with UK Channel 4 DVD) were given to
important Cricket Australia personalities and players (July 10, 2011). It appears time is not
ripe for such initiatives to succeed, and further work with main-stream advocacy groups will
be needed in the future.
14. CHOGM Related: ATC representatives participated in the Human Rights session of a
CHOGM preparation meeting and this led to providing a submission (June 15, 2011) to the
Eminent Persons Group (EPG) requesting that Sri Lanka be temporarily suspended from the
Commonwealth. Another submission was made to all Commonwealth Nations (seventy two
countries) campaigning for not awarding the 2018 Commonwealth Games to Sri Lanka and in
support of the Gold Coast bid (July 20, 2011); Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields DVD was also posted to
all countries. More actions targeting the CHOGM conference to be held in Perth on October
2011 are under consideration.
15. Campaigning Activities targeting India and other Countries: Congratulatory and appreciation
letters were sent to Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Ms. Jayalalitha on her election victory (May 16,
2011), as well as for the historic resolution passed in the Tamil Nadu assembly calling for war
crimes investigations and trade sanctions against Sri Lanka (June 10, 2011). Similar letters of
appreciation were also sent to other national politicians, including to the leaders of BJP and
CPI-M, who took principled positions on Tamil issues. Most of our campaigning targeting India
(politicians, media and the public) were conducted through our contributions to GTF activities.
Our lobbying activities with other countries, including with the member countries of the UN
Human Rights Council (UNHRC), were carried out in collaboration with GTF. We provided a
submission in the form of proposals to be considered to the missions of all forty seven countries
who are members of the UNHRC prior to the 17th session (May 28, 2011).
16. Supporting TNA during Council Elections: TNA has achieved a remarkable victory in the recently
conducted council elections despite severe threats, and the people of North-East have elected
TNA as their preferred representatives for the third time within a span of two years. We are
proud in that our support to TNA in this democratic process (our members also coordinated
fund-raising campaigns) was in tune with our homeland people’s wish. A congratulatory letter
(Aug. 14, 2011) was sent to TNA following their election victory.

Significant Positive Outcomes and Future Activities
Tamils as a community still face serious existential threat in their areas of historic habitation in the
North-East Sri Lanka. Achieving significant self-rule arrangements and maintaining the cultural,
economic and social identity is a major challenge in the face of an intransient government bent
on militarisation and state-orchestrated demographic changes. However, significant positive
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developments have also taken place last year, and this gives us hope for better prospects for our
people in the future. Some of these developments are:
1.

Against overwhelming odds and threats, the Tamil people from North-East Sri Lanka have
repeatedly elected an authentic Tamil leadership (presently TNA) to articulate their political
aspirations. Such courageous exercise of democratic will has clearly demonstrated to the world
that the aspirations of the Tamils will only be satisfied when war crimes issues are genuinely
addressed and an inclusive political solution is found.

2.

The election of Ms. Jayalalitha as the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu and her forceful articulation
of Tamil issues, genuine sympathy among the people of Tamil Nadu, and increasing awareness,
sympathy and solidarity from Indian national politicians, media and people are re-emerging as
a factor in resolving the Tamil problem in Sri Lanka.

3.

UN Expert Panel Report, the documentary “Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields” and “Cage” (a book
published by Gordon Weiss) have clearly brought ‘war crimes’ to the centre stage of political
development in Sri Lanka. Though no clear path for further progress is on the horizon, a
Western nations-consensus is evolving towards setting a dead-line for Sri Lanka to prove
its willingness to genuinely address war crimes, and in the absence of which to consider an
alternative international mechanism. The insistence by the International Community, including
by India, that a negotiated political solution is essential for genuine reconciliation is significant.
Applying targeted sanctions on Sri Lanka is beginning to be considered as an option (e.g., the
recent resolution in the US House Committee on Foreign Affairs to ban non-humanitarian aid).
Additionally, Sri Lanka is under constant watch of the International Community (incidents such
as attacks on TNA and Uthayan editor solicit immediate condemnation) and this gives a sense
of relief and protection to the Tamil people and their leaders.

4.

ATC has earned the recognition as an important and trusted representative organisation of
Tamils in Australia which was evident by a few Parliamentarians mentioning ATC’s work in
their Parliamentary speeches and the congratulatory messages from several Parliamentarians
for our AGM. We have built strong working relationships with tens of Parliamentarians, key
government officials, eminent persons and the media. We have also developed the capacity to
articulate Tamil point of view at senior levels of government and also across all major political
parties. The strong links we have developed with the elected representatives of Tamils in Sri
Lanka have helped us with our lobbying activities, and also allow us to be in touch with reality
in our homeland. Our role within GTF is vital in creating an international dimension to our
activities, i.e., for our collective lobbying with several major and minor countries, including
India.

Internationally the Tamil issues have achieved the necessary traction in terms of their moral and
ethical validity, and next year could be critical in identifying paths that may ultimately lead towards
tangible outcomes for our people in Sri Lanka. While the overall direction and the approach we take
may not change significantly, it is possible that ‘targeted boycott actions/sanctions’ may gain more
currency next year. We will continue to articulate the concerns of the Tamils in a reasonable manner,
pitched towards the main-stream sections of our adopted society, while deeply conscious of the
need to adapt to the evolving circumstances for achieving justice, peace, freedom and prosperity for
our long-suffering Tamil brethren living in Sri Lanka.
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Refugee Assistance
Executive Officer Dr. Bala Vigneswaran
General Background
The war between the Sri Lankan armed forces and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam intensified in the
second half of 2008, and reached a decisive end in May 2009. The Sri Lankan state machinery used all
its resources through its armed forces, police, special task forces, intelligence agencies and paramilitary
groups, in an attempt to break the resolve of the Tamil people. Based on the estimation of independent
experts, over forty thousand civilians were killed, and many tens of thousands were seriously injured.
Recent evidences convincingly proved that the members of the armed forces raped and tortured Tamil
youths with impunity. Over three hundred thousand Tamil people were taken to internment camps and
kept under atrocious conditions. During these activities, thousands of Tamil people fled the Island of Sri
Lanka to save their lives from the Sri Lankan armed forces and the auxiliary groups.
People arriving by boats are allowed to apply for humanitarian protection in Australia. The claims for
refugee status are assessed against the UN Refugee Convention by the Department of Immigration
and Citizenship, and humanitarian protection visas are issued. The health, behaviour and potential
security risk of the applicants are also assessed. Among the recent arrivals to Australia, the first boat
(code named Randwick, with 194 people) was taken to Christmas Island on 28 June 2009. At present,
over 600 people of Tamil background are held in a number of Immigration Detention Centres (IDCs)
throughout Australia. Over 200 Tamils are detained in the Scherger IDC in North Queensland. Curtin
IDC in Western Australia detains over 100 Tamils. IDCs in Leonora, Darwin, Inverbrackie (Adelaide) and
Villawood (Sydney) hold nearly 55 to 60 Tamils each. There are few dozens of Tamils in Christmas Island,
Perth and Marbynong (Melbourne) IDCs. Few families and youth under 17 years old have been allowed
to live in community detention in the state capitals under the supervision of the Red Cross Society.
The assistance for the new arrivals to Australia for humanitarian protection can be divided into two
main sectors, (i) assistance for visa holders, and (ii) assistance for hopefuls with pending applications.
There are a number challenges for these detainees in terms of immigration advice, legal support,
interpretation, access to documents, and access to news. Further, many of them suffer from mental
and physical health issues, in addition to physical and mental wounds sustained from the conflict they
fled in Sri Lanka. There are many women and children as well in this uncertain environment.
Indefinite detention of those who have adverse security assessments
There are at least 40 Tamils, including a woman and three children, who have been held in these IDCs,
as the Australian Security and Intelligence Agency (ASIO) has assessed them to be a risk to the security.
They have been mandated as convention refugees by the Australian Government and the UNHCR. As
genuine refugees, they cannot return to Sri Lanka, but cannot be allowed to settle in Australia either
due to the adverse security assessment. There are cases where the husband has been separated from
his wife and a young son. The potential court cases are unlikely to resolve this as ASIO does not have
to reveal the reason for their adverse assessment. Hence, the only option opened to these refugees is
finding a third country that is willing to absorb them. Refugee advocates are expecting this number to
increase by a few dozen in the coming weeks.
ATC has been working closely with these Tamil detainees. Individual cases are taken to the government
and non-government agencies for attention. Recently, a submission was made to the United Nations
Human Rights Committee by a team of legal and migration professionals, led by Professor Ben Saul,
on behalf of the detainees with adverse security assessment. ATC’s Executive officer for Refugees and
Migrants, Dr. Bala Vigneswaran, played a key role in this activity.
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Long term detention of those who await security assessment
Nearly 150 Tamils, recognised by the Australian Government as genuine refugees, have been detained
for a long time for a decision regarding their security assessment. A number of them have completed
well over 12 months in detention, and at least one completed over 20 months, since they received their
refugee status. Refugees and refugee advocates believe that one year is a very long time to detain
convention refugees just for security clearances. They are also concerned about many refugees with
severe injuries sustained from torture and trauma during the conflict in Sri Lanka being given inadequate
treatment. Many of these refugees were held in internment camps in Sri Lanka. Some of them have
young families in Sri Lanka.
Rejection of many Tamil asylum seeker claims
A large number of asylum seeker claims have been denied recently by the Department of Immigration
and Citizenship, including claims from UNHCR mandated refugees. There are asylum seekers who bear
physical scars from torture and gunshot injuries, among the rejected. These rejected applicants have
to go through multiple appeals and a judicial review of the administrative process, and face a potential
deportation. ATC has been working closely with the refugee applicants to go through the legal system.
There are over 60 such cases at present. Dr. Bala Vigneswaran has been assisting with their legal aid
and court applications, facilitating and organising solicitors and barristers, and coordinating the efforts
of refugee activists.
Settlement Assistance for visa holders
There are a large number of humanitarian visa holders in Perth, Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. They
are assisted by the service providers. ATC provides assistance on a case by case, due to lack of resources.
A lot can be done in terms of a) housing, b) skill development, c) language proficiency, d) jobs, e) drivers
licence, f) family reunion, g) schooling for children, h) computers and mobile phones, i) local transport,
and j) social inclusion.
Australian Tamil Congress activities
Australian Tamil Congress is in touch with the Tamil detainees in all IDCs. Members of ATC regularly
visit the IDCs in the major cities. In terms of the IDCs in remote areas, Dr. Bala Vigneswaran (Executive
Officer for Refugees and Migrants) travelled to Christmas Island in 2009 and 2010, Darwin in April and
Scherger in June 2011. Mr. Krish Illunkgo (Director Queensland) also visited Scherger in June.
We made representation to a number of political leaders, including Hon. Ed Husic MP and Hon. Michelle
Rowland MP, to seek an early resolution. We regularly discussed refugee issues in the meetings with
the senior officials from the Department of Immigration and Citizenship and the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade. We also highlighted the plight of these detainees to Hon. Navi Pillai, the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights when she visited Australia.
We bring individual cases that are special or urgent to the attention of the Department of Immigration
and Citizenship, and followed them up. We have provided dictionaries, learning materials and religious
items to the IDCs.
Closing
Tamil refugees arrived by the Randwick boat have completed 26 months in detention. There are over
600 people in detention, and their families require the attention of the members of the broader Tamil
community. Despite our commitment and the best efforts to continue to work with the humanitarian
protection applicants, ATC needs more volunteers to meet the diverse demand of the humanitarian
arrivals.
Further details regarding the needs of these applicants, ways to assist ATC and the refugees in their
applications can contact Dr. Bala Vigneswaran on bala.vigneswaran@hotmail.com or 0 404 404 777
ATC - Annual Report 2010 - 2011
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Reports from Secretaries

National Board

Secretary – Mr. Kumaran Arulliah
National Secretary’s report contains a synopsis of the first Annual General Meeting of ATC held i on
17 July 2010, and ATC’s operation
First Annual General Meeting
The first Annual General Meeting of the ATC was held in Melbourne on Saturday, 17 July 2010.
Over 150 people, including the interim office bearers from various states, took part in this first ever
national meeting of the ATC which had its inauguration on the 15th of August 2009.
The Chairman Dr. Raj Rajeswaran welcomed the audience. He broadly outlined the purpose of ATC,
its achievements hitherto, the need for unity amongst us, and the necessity to work with the Tamil
parliamentarians in Sri Lanka to achieve our goals in the long run.
This was followed by the Secretary’s Report. Dr. Kamal Nathan in his speech covered matters relating
to the setting up of the interim Board of Directors, the Executive Committee, the Membership
Development Council and the Constitution Committee. He said that, in all, Board of Directors and
the Executive Committee held 19 meetings for the period ended 31 March 2010, almost all of them
via teleconference.
The Treasurer, Prof. Thas Nirmalathas, presented the financial report. In his speech he highlighted
that ATC invested in Public Relations and Awareness Raising activities, to position ATC, to enhance
its public visibility as the voice for the Australian Tamil Community and to advance its clear and
consistent messages to politicians, media and the wider community.
The Treasurer’s speech was followed by a presentation by the Director of Public Relations, Dr Sam
Pari and the Strategic Planning group’s report was presented.
The ‘Question and Answer’ session followed and Mr Antony Gratian, the ATC’s Victorian Chapter
Media Officer, acted as a moderator for this session. All questions were answered by the appropriate
office bearers to the best of their knowledge.
The Returning Officer, Dr. Easwaran Kanapathipillai drew the attention of members to the list of
suggested amendments to the constitution which were circulated to members with the Annual
Report. As there were no objections to the proposed amendments, the Returning Officer declared
that the amendments were accepted unanimously.
The election of Chairman and Vice Chairman then followed. The Returning Officer read out the joint
ticket nominations received at the close of nomination on the 16th of June 2010. As there was only
one nomination for each position, the Returning Officer declared that Dr Raj Rajewaran and Mr Paul
Rajeswaran were elected as Chairman and Vice Chairman, respectively.
ATC Operations
The newly elected Board of Directors for the 2010-2011 year appointed the Executive officers (EO)
for the same period.
In all Board of Directors and Executive committee held more than 25 meetings over the last financial
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year via teleconference. Executive meetings are held once a month to discuss the activities carried
out by the relevant teams and to plan all future activities.
Board of Directors meetings were held once month and all project proposals and EC plans for actions
are approved. All strategic plans are made and approved by the board in consultation with the
Executive Committee.
ATC carried out a considerable number of projects during the year. One of which is the Census
2011. ATC team played a key role in liaising with the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). ATC
representatives have been in consultation with the ABS and worked together to have fixes in place
to avoid misrepresentation of Tamils living in Australia and prevent the misrepresentation of Tamils
in the Census carried out in 2006.
Other main projects are covered in the Strategic planning and the Public Relations Reports.
Membership Development Committee (MDC) met once to discuss the issues the various chapters
were facing with the renewal of memberships and the process was revised to encourage more
members to renew their memberships.
ATC has a major role to play in the current political climate and we will continue to spearhead our
campaign with the help of our dedicated members.

AGM 2010 in Victoria
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New South Wales Chapter
Secretary – Mrs. Varuni Bala

This year was a significant challenge entering the second year since the
carnage of 2009 and ATC’s formation.
Ever mindful that ATC’s strength and influence comes from its
membership NSW team organised three public meetings to meet our
members to get feedback and to keep members posted of our activities.
Meetings with members
Rev Dr Emmanuel’s GTF’s President’s visit to Australia in February was memorable event and we had
a successful meeting in Strathfield Town Hall. Father Emmanuel clearly articulated the need of the
diaspora to to unite and to lead. We also invited Mr MA Sumanthiran MP a member of parliament
from the Tamil National Alliance to keep us connected to the situation in our homeland. NSW Political
team was able to organise several meetings to meet with Members of Parliament and other eminent
persons during their visit.
We also hosted a refugee event at Parramatta town hall with speakers from STARTTS, Immigrant
Women’s Speak out. We also handed some Tamil dictionaries.
Fund raising for Queensland Floods and Cancer Council
NSW team also organised fundraising events to raise funds for Pink Ribbon Day and Queensland
flood relief. W sold Appam and home cooked lunch donated by members at Parramatta Mall to raise
funds for the worthy causes.
Political Work
NSW political team has succesfully engaged with several parliamentarians, ACTU and other
community groups built good relationships which is evident by the messages and several speeches
in the federal and state parliament.
Census 2011
NSW team sphere headed the Census 2011 campaign to “Identify ourselves as Tamil”. The team
met with the Australian Bureau of Statistics and in consultation with interested members from the
community promoted the campaign. We distributed 5000 fliers and promoted through face book
events,
Sounds of Silence
ATC co-hosted the “Sounds of Silence” exhibition at the Mory Art Gallery. Hon Nathan Rees Mp –
member for Toongabbie, Mr Paul Power CEO-Refugee Council of Australia attended the event at the
invitation of ATC representatives.
Hon Nathan Rees made a speech in the NSW Parliament about the concerns of the Tamil Community
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and mentioned meeting Mr Gordon Weiss former UN Spokesperson at the event.
Membership renewal has been slow and steady.
I appeal to all the members to continue to support us by renewing memberships and participating
and helping us with our activities.
Members are the pillars of ATC and we need to be strong to continue our crusade for peace and
justice!!!

Hon. John Dowd and Hon. Phillip Ruddock
with Rev. Dr. S J Emmanual

Pink ribbon fundraiser at Parramatta mall

Shelley Morris’s Photo Exhibition Sound of Silence
co-hosted by ATC in Sydney
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Queensland Chapter
Secretary – Mr. Yogi Srikantha

The time has come again to commence a new year and summarise the
one that has been. I will try and provide a brief overview of Chapter’s
activities for the last 12 months.
Chapter’s core activities during 2010/2011 can be summarised as
follows:
Political Advocacy – Under the able leadership of Krish Illungoo, monthly and sometimes weekly
engagement with Federal parliamentarians and senators were initiated to hammer the home truth
about the situation in Sri Lanka. Thanks to such tireless effort the predicament of our community back
in the homeland is well understood. Details of such engagement are listed in monthly newsletter.
Also for the first time as part of ATC federal initiative our chapter contributed to TNA election fund.
Refugee Advocacy – Through strategic alliance and cooperation with various advocacy organisations,
church groups, human rights activist, MDA, etc., Chapter officials are now consulted on issues
affecting asylum seekers from our community, granting of access to internment camps, and other
facilitations that were not available few years back.
Chapter members and friends were active in providing material and financial support to new arrivals
of asylum seekers who are either allowed stay in Australia or on “Community detention”. Chapter
organised sports event and mentoring to first batch of young refugees who arrived in Brisbane in
2010.
Homeland Projects - Thanks to Jerome Arunakumaran for initiating the ground water project and Dr
Kasipillai Kandiah for school renovation project in Vanni that later developed into HEAL Foundation,
Chapter is actively pursuing these projects to become a reality. All should be mindful of the fact
there are no short cuts or quick results in handling such projects.
QLD Remembrance Day – Chapter again hosted the event in May this year in remembrance of all
those who lost their live in homeland. This function was attended by 150 members of the community
and prominent non community speakers.
The list goes on and is listed in the monthly newsletter.
I believe that it is time again to promote the value and worth of ATC to our community and to try
and encourage membership growth. ATC’s expansion is necessary for the continuation of the core
activities affecting our community back in homeland. Promotion of organisations such as ATC is not
an easy thing and does take work and convincing a community that has lost much of its hope and
partially fatigued. But together if we are prepared to do this, the long-term benefits are worth it.
Initiatives such as Political Lobbying, Refugee advocacy, HEAL foundation are all very positive steps
in addressing the needs of our community, especially our support to homeland people.
There is a lot of work ahead for 2011/2012 in preparation of the multicultural event, getting HEAL
Foundation off the ground, getting Australian political establishment to take more active role affecting
the issues of Tamils, etc. But like always, together we will achieve this goal and inspire other States
to do the same in years to come.
To all of the members of the chapter, Committee of Management and well-wishers, thank you for
your support and assistance during the last 12 months.
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South Australia Chapter
Secretary – Ms. Shankari Wijendra

For this financial year ATC South Australia Chapter has been involved
in a variety of activities: political awareness campaign to highlight the
war crimes committed in Sri Lanka, refugees who arrived by boat and
assistance to new skilled migrants, remembrance week events and
other activities including fund raising. The membership of the chapter
dropped from 87 to 51 this year, but one more person joined as a life
member making the total to seven leading all other chapters in number of life members.
Political Activities
ATC South Australia Chapter has been working tirelessly to raise awareness to our political leaders
of both state and federal on what is happening in Sri Lanka, especially highlighting the war crimes
committed by the Rajapaksa regime. The chapter has been providing news briefs to all politicians
on what is happening in Sri Lanka, which will hopefully persuade them to support an international
inquiry into alleged war crimes and genocides committed in Sri Lanka.
Father Emmanuel visited SA on the 20 February 2011 to discuss what the Global Tamil Forum is
doing for the Tamils in Sri Lanka. For this event, Fifty to sixty members in the community attended.
A dinner was organized to honour his visit to Adelaide with invited members of the community.
Following Father Emmanuel’s visit three members of the community joined the Global Tamil Forum
Thousand dollar Club. This is a great effort for a small community. Father Emmanuel also had
meetings with Archbishop Phillip Wilson and Hieu Van Lee (Lieutenant Governor of SA and Chairman
of Multicultural SA) to highlight what is happening to Tamils in Sri Lanka and to provide a history of
the political struggles the Tamils faced in Sri Lanka.
Refuges and Skilled Migrants
SA chapter in partnership with the Ceylon Tamil Association have been very active in supporting the
people who arrived by boat and kept in detention at Inverbrakie in Adelaide, since December 2010.
Immediately after their arrival a group of people from Victoria sent Christmas gifts to the detainees.
Community generously donated funds to support monthly religious activities and to buy special
items for their needs. We are assisting the families in community detention and helping them to
integrate with the people. We are also grateful to donors from Victoria who purchased “Sarongs”
and sent to recently arrived detainees. Most of them are from Mannar and they would need a lot
of support to settle here in Australia, we would appreciate any help from members of the Tamil
community.
A number of skilled migrants have arrived in Adelaide under a special visa sponsored by South
Australian Government. We have been helping them to settle down, to find employment and
integrate with the Tamil community.
Remembrance Week Activities
To remember those who died and were incarcerated as a result of the war, several events were
organised by ATC-South Australia Chapter and Ceylon Tamil Association. This year’s commemoration
focused on a Hindu prayer at Ganesha Temple (20 May), Tree Planting activity at Auldana Nature
Reserve (21 May) and Church service (28 May).
Other Activities and Fundraising
Firstly, the ATC-South Australian AGM was held on the 26 June 2010 with twenty seven members in
attendance. Following office bearers were unanimously elected: President - Dr Para Parasuramar;
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Vice President – vacant, Secretary – Ms Shankari Wijendra, Treaurer – Ms Thurga Bragatheswaran,
Director – Dr Kamal Nathan and Committee members – Mr Param Paramsothy, Mr Kumar Jeyakumar,
Ms Vaishi Parimalanathan and Mr Gnanasuthan. Following the stepping down of the president due
to personal reasons, Mr Kumar Jeyakkumar was appointed as the chapter coordinator.
For the federal election last year, our members volunteered their time by handing out ballot papers
in support of The Greens. ATC-South Australia chapter provided donations, during the elections; to
five candidates who that have supported the ATC, but three of them returned their donations.
For Breast Cancer week, ATC-South Australia raised $777.00 on the 17 October at the Ganesha
Temple. Would like to thank the Tamil Youth for their hard work. Furthermore, to thank all the
women that catered for the event.
The Caranatic Music Concert was organised on 20 February 2011 under the guidance of Rajes
Chandrasegaram and a profit of $957.00 was made.
ATC-South Australia chapter and the community raised $5000 to support the Tamil National Alliance
election efforts in North East Sri Lanka. Our contributions assisted in bringing about a results which
is heartening.
The activities mentioned show a huge amount of work that has been done this financial year. It
is crucial that all members in the community to help ATC financially and/ or to provide their time,
especially with media publicity of the war crimes committed by the Sri Lankan government. This is a
perfect time to push for an inquiry into alleged war crimes in Sri Lanka.

Pink ribbon fundraiser in South Australia

Rev. Dr. S J Emmanuel visit to South Australia
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Victoria Chapter

Secretary – Mr. Johnny Chrysostom
ATC Victoria’s Political Committee Co-ordinator met with ACTU President
Ms. Ged Kearney to explain the dire situation that the Tamils are facing
in Sri Lanka. In recent months ACTU released a number of statements
supporting the call for an independent international investigation into
war crimes in Sri Lanka. ATC-Vic maintains a cordial relationship with
ACTU.
ATC campaigned against the appointment of Nay officer as the SL Ambassador to Australia. ATC worked
with number HR groups, Academics, VTHC and journalists to persuade Australian Government to
reject the Navy commanders’ appointment. The VTHC passed a resolution to reject this appointment
and send letters to PM and FM.
During 2010 State and Federal election ATC-Vic hosted a number of public meetings with Greens
candidates in several locations. ATC hosted a forum with Australian greens members at Monash
University. New Zealand Greens party MP Keith Lockie, Australian Greens Senator Sarah HansonYoung, Greens Senate candidate Richard Di Natale and Independent journalist Anthony Lowenstein
attended the forum. Brami Jegan the first Tamil senate candidate and Anthony Gratian from ATC
spoke at the forum held on 14th Aug 2010.
Members of Victorian committee met with Venezuelan Ambassador during the South American
Solidarity week held in Melbourne and explained the real situation in our homeland in order to
garner political support from the countries in that region.
ATC Victoria supported “The Sound of Silence” charity photographic exhibition held by Shelley
Morris at Off the Kerb Gallary in Melbourne in November 2010. The exhibition highlighted some of
the personal stories of the war survivors in the Vanni region, which added awareness to the causes
of Tamil political refugees ending up in the shores of Australia. Victorian Trades Hall Council and the
Medical Association for Prevention of War endorsed the photo exhibition.
Organised a number of public meetings with visiting GTF President Fr. S. J. Emmanuel. Also facilitated
meetings with eminent Australians and human rights activists in Melbourne, including former
Australian of the year Prof. Patrick McGorry.
ATC Vic ran a workshop with TNA national list MP M. A. Sumanthiran during his Melbourne visit in
which several Tamil youths and committee members participated and discussed how Tamil Diaspora
can help the war devastated people in North East Sri Lanka. ATC also arranged a public meeting, GTV
interview and several meetings with Melbourne activists.
In March 2011, ATC Victoria organised a fund raising event “Musical Evening with Kashyap Mahesh”.
Victorian chapter was able to raise $4150 from this event; from this amount $1250 (Rs 133,837.50)
was donated to SWO (Social Welfare Organisation) and $2500.00 was sent to Tamil National Alliance
to partly finance the 2011 local council election. In addition to that with volunteers’ contribution,
Victorian chapter raised a total amount of $3500 to support TNA in the last local election campaign.
ATC Vic political team worked with the national team to lobby the federal parliamentarians to pass
war crimes motion in the parliament. As result of the advocacy work done by ATC Vic team, Prof. Pat
McGorry issued a statement supporting the independent inquiry into war crimes.
http://tamiljustice.com/2011/05/31/former-aust-of-the-year-urges-rudd-to-speak-up/
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Victorian chapter’s Political Committee Co-ordinator Adrian Sinnappu, along with the Greens Party
members, met with His Holiness Dalai Lama during his recent visit to Australia to express solidarity
 ATC-Vic actively took part in the national campaign “Say We Are Tamils” leading to the 9 August
with the Tibetan struggle and shared the Tamil’s plight in Sri Lanka.
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Meeting with Bishop Huggins
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Meeting with Senator
Richard Di Natale
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Western Australia Chapter
Secretary – Mr. P.A. Subramaniam

The year 2010/11 was not extraordinary but, nevertheless, one that
kept the spirit of ATC live. Routine activities like Refugee assistance,
commemorating Remembrance days and awareness campaigns were
undertaken when the links with the general membership was closely
maintained.
We have also maintained close links with the National ATC through our Director and through the
National Chairman who found time to attend our functions and gatherings. Our links with the GTF
was strengthened by the visit of the GTF President Father Emanuel who addressed our members.
The visit of MP Mr. Sumanthiran helped us to have deeper understanding of the current ground
reality in the Homeland. Mr. Sumanthiran was also introduced to Federal and local parliamentarians
who also gained Knowledge of the ground situation in the Homeland.
Funds are important for any organization to effectively function. While many members have
contributed generously to National activities, funds had to be raised for ATC WA activities also. A
human Rights Dinner was organized for this purpose and the many Parliamentarians who attended
the function had a taste of not only our “multicultural” cuisine but also a taste of the problems in
our Homeland. The point has to be made that our “multicultural” contribution cannot grow without
the unrestricted growth of our culture in the Homeland for which as a minimum, a sustainable
autonomy is required.
Sustainable autonomy in the Sri Lankan context can only be guaranteed by the Recognition of the
Right of Self Determination of the Tamil Speaking Nation.
The UNSG Panel Report, Channel 4’s screening of “the killing fields of Sri Lanka” and the programs
organized by the Headlines TV in India, ABC in Australia are all raising the international public
awareness on the need for a sustainable autonomy in our Homeland. More than anything else the
recent awakening and the high consensus politics in Tamilnadu gives the greatest encouragement.
Action is also being taken to join and contribute to the CHOGM protest being organized by an
organizing committee sponsored by over a dozen organizations in Perth. A request is being made to
the ATC Board to sponsor this organizing committee for CHOGM protest which specifically condemns
the welcoming of Mahinda Rajapakse who is alleged of war crimes.
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Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer – Mr. Paul Rajeswaran
Since its inception in August 2009, ATC has slowly but steadily positioned itself as the most influential
Australian Tamil lobby group. Exposures of our media releases were significantly ahead of our
expectations. As the saying goes “Rome wasn’t built in a day”. In the early day’s considerable amount
of hard work and understandably financial resources were directed towards to achieve this.
Before we set about to address the political issues confronting the Tamils we had a major obstacle to
clear, to expose the propaganda machine of the GOSL and to break that concocted stigma associated
with the name Tamils. In the financial year 2009/10 most part of our expenditure (78%) was spent
on public relations special projects. We trained our selected members on media works and public
relations. In this financial statement (2010/11) this element of expenditure (PR) has dropped to 15%
and our other activities such as political, war crimes exposure works and refugee help expenses are
on the rise.
The most significant element of this year’s expenses is our global initiatives. In matters of political
importance we are coordinating our activities with Global Tamil Forum and sharing resources. This
has remarkably improved the success rate of our campaigns.
Being an organisation based on democratic structure, inevitably it carries a large administrative
burden, namely the cost of conducting a transparent election of office bearers, conducting of the
Annual General Meeting and the associated ongoing regulatory compliance works.
Significant part of our funding base is derived from membership fees. In the year under review
(2010/11) this has considerably (-55%) reduced. The enthusiasm and the drive we have seen soon
after the Mullivaikal catastrophe is slowly diminishing. Doing nothing and waiting for others to do our
work is not an option for the Tamil Community. We understand there is also considerable demand
on our community for humanitarian works – to rebuild the shattered livelihood of our people. We
cannot overlook the fact the political emancipation is fundamental for economic empowerment.
The Australian Tamil Community should invigorate their support and commitment to ATC to carry
forward the crucial lobby works to improve the quality of life of the Tamils back in Sri Lanka.

Membership by State (New & Renewal)
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